
TELESIN 3-Way tripod TE-TRP-009 Ref: 6974944460616
TELESIN 3-Way tripod TE-TRP-009
Telesin 3-Way TE-TRP-009 selfie-stick tripod
The Telesin TE-TRP-009 is a multifunctional accessory that works well as a selfie stick or a tripod with an extension arm. You can unfold it
to  a  length of  up to  55cm or  use it  as  a  simple stabilizer.  The built-in  ball  joint  allows you to  freely  adjust  the tilt  and rotation of  the
device placed on the tripod, and the ergonomic, portable design provides comfort and allows you to have the product always at hand.
 
 
Wide compatibility
Use  your  favorite  devices  without  obstacles  and  enjoy  fantastic  recording  results.  The  tripod  is  equipped  with  a  special  adapter  and
features a lifting capacity of up to 300g, making it compatible with many popular models of sports cameras and smartphones. Note: for
phones and some cameras, you will need an additional mount or frame (sold separately).
 
 
Practical tripod with boom arm
Make it easy to record original videos, vlogs or tutorials. Simply unfold the tripod's legs and place it on any flat surface. The accessory is
equipped  with  non-slip  silicone  pads,  which  give  it  stability  and  prevent  it  from  moving.  What's  more,  the  extendable  boom  with
adjustable joints gives you even more freedom and allows you to place the camera in any position.
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Take the perfect selfie
The accessory will also work perfectly as a selfie stick - all you have to do is fold down the tripod's legs. You can also adjust its length in
the range of 22-55cm, making it perfect for different scenarios. Now you can easily take the perfect selfie! An additional advantage of
the accessory is the ergonomic handle, which fits perfectly in the hand and is very pleasant to the touch.
 
 
Even more adjustability
Get an even more interesting perspective and record from any angle. The accessory is equipped with a ball joint that allows you to freely
tilt the camera mounted on it and rotate it 360°. Experiment with different settings and create even better shots!
 
 
Always at hand
Going on a trip or to a party? Take the accessory with you and take lots of fantastic photos! When folded, the product is only 22cm long -
it will easily fit in your bag or backpack. In the set you will also find a special lanyard, with which you can, for example, hang the selfie
stick on your wrist.
 
 
In the box
Tripod with boom / selfie stick
Screw
Lanyard
User manual
Brand
Telesin
Model
TE-TRP-009
Length of selfie stick
22-55cm
Lifting capacity
Up to 300g
Material
ABS, PC, TPU
Dimensions
223 x 49 x 44mm
Weight
Approx. 152g

Price:

€ 24.00
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